
Patrick Flanagan 
Session #1 Target 8429 - 2321  
Biologicals, energetics and man made ideograms.. preliminary S2 of green, hazy, dim, 
luminescent,  bright, glowing,  open , outside,  light, transparent,  something curving , see 
through it, get outline, round , man made  
AOL - Telescope,  Lens, night vision effect  
AI - Feel like I'm lookin through night vision lens or overlay..  outline of a bio figure in focus  
Get man made, dark, angular, edgy, solid, radiant, green haze, luminescence.. oozing.. feels 
hard.. maybe metallic?.. boxy  
AI - Some dark feel of a man made in some green glowing haze.. has a feel of radio active...  
AOL - Something in focus like being captured on camera or Radar idea  
Something of interest in green glowing light like might vision effect or radar  
AOL - Big football, Camera Lens  
Charged atmosphere,  captured like on camera, focused in sight.. esotheric high strangeness 
feel  
AOL - Footage of weird creature filmed in Brazil  
Biological feels striding, Moving, outline in dim haze... in focus..  exotic, walking upright, gas 
a male feel..  
AI - Something weird about this like ET or Creature like a Grey , slimy.. flesh like texture .. 
skinny, fibrous  
AOL - Grey Alien, Creature walking upright, Big foot  
Exotic feel to Biological,  non human .. male  ET feel.. long tall and slender, male dominating 
feel, slimy feel, smells  .. get grunt sounds  
S4.5 - hazy green background with a bio in the spotlight idea  
EI - Aggressive,  Nasty, oozes anger, animal like reactions  
Idea of man made again, angular, dark, energetics   
Charged atmosphere around this, almost like radio active energy... clandestine , hidden  
Feel this is witnessed or viewed possibly on camera or radar .. natural setting, maybe 
foliage.. possibly night time as so dim..  
My perspective is seening from a distance  
AOL - Forest or natural scene ,  Rendlesham forest... Slandering  
Land feels irregular, flat parts, maybe vegetation  
AI - Feel of exotic lifeforms, possibly ET, anamalisticquality, male dominationfeel, Aggressive 
alpha style... ferl it's witnessed, viewed or caught on camera  ... reminds me of stories of 
people seeing Sasquatch  
Break  
 
Session #2 Target 8429 - 2321 
Biologicals with man made and hint of energetics ideogeams. S2 angular, slick, dark, shiny, 
polished, sheen, hard, edgy.. maybe metallic?..some distant brightness with orange tinge.. . 
feels outside, dim .. irregular land, airy but different ...orange horizon ... quiet bumpy and 
rocky in parts  
AOL - Sunrise on horizon  
AI- Like I'm lookin at dawn like scenewuth orange horizon or sun haze  
Land again, open wide , outside bumpy, cool temp.. brightness I'm distance.. very gritty and 
rough landscape,  
 
AOL - Mars, Desert scene  
Rough land that has a dry  brown look.. still and quiet  
Man made, feel black or dark grey, angular, slick rectangular,  long , wider at base.. feels on 
land.. maybe metallic.. irregular land around this  
Reminds me of a lone structure on surface of Marsfr some reason .. maybe the landscape  
No motion so feels stationary at moment.. long in width  
AOL - Mars, Skinwalker Ranch  



Seems in the middle of nowhere,  remote place,desert like, with angular man made, dark , 
rectangular ... orange hue around this  
EI - All alone,  
Man made stands out from surroundings.. land is rough.. man made feels kinda out of place.. 
on land, stationary so maybe a structure  
Wide at bottom but tapers in towards top  
AOL - Pyramid  
 
Session #3 Target 8429 - 2321  
Wavy and man made ideograms.  S2dark, dim, shady, smooth , slick, solid, open outside, 
brown, tan, long, rectangular, bright, irregular, rugged, feel of hallow  
AOL - Black object in land  
AI - Some dark rectangular,  boxy, thing in land  
Feels slick, black, long, feel of brown earthy grotty land.. sand feel  feels tilted at angle.. has 
a sheen, smoothness to it.. covered partially,  submerged,  downwards.. feels stationary  
Protruding from land  
Buried in sand?  
AOL - Coffin, black object in land, underwater  
Idea of sedimentary... brown orange overlay.. bright light source abovevat distance... remote 
location...  
AI - Get feel of man made tilted, nose down in or on land... gritty sand feel.. man made is 
slick, long, smooth  polished sheen.. definitely out of place here  
AOL - object crashed and stuck in land , Roswell  
Land/object connection.. idea of nose down.. slick but can't be certain it's metallic as it has a 
very marble smooth feel  
Reminds me of a coffin or casket fr some reason.. man made connection..  
AI -  feels out of place so how did get here?  
Something about air quality is off  
Feel of unusual material in this, not ususl metallic feel.. durable, robust, in or on land but not 
eroded  
AOL - UFO in land I remote place  
Move to man made- hard to connect  feels solid, is this one solid piece as don't feel joins.. its 
very smooth but surroundings are rough.. very slick.. has a marble like smoothness.. 
definitely man made but how it get here?  
Flat on top  wide base, curved in parts and gas indents to it... very solid design.. may have 
letter characters on it  
What is this fuckin thing?  
AOL   Heiroglyphs  
 
Remote, very quiet, ... this feels here fr a long time but maybe not found ir seen.. feels 
stationary but at one time moved as can't understand how it would be here otherwise  
Exotic feel .. idea of Atlantis... some markings are unusual which trigger Heiroglyphs as 
described on ET craft... old , here for long time  
Conf – Bk 
 
Target 8429 - 2321 
Getting very angular man made ideogram with a bio connection to it.S2green, luminescent, 
bright, transparent,  radiant,round,within , through  vent like, misty, dark, 
  
AOL-  through something with outline.. Radar 
  
AI - Like a circular object with green hue.. dim outline on or through it 
  
Get a feel of upwards motion  dark background.. faint light.. curving, flashing,  like a spot, 
empty space and darkness.. 



  
AI - Feel of some spot light stands out, empty space around this, sense of motion to it 
  
AOL - some motion above in darkness,  Orb 
  
Feel a sense of distance   man made energetics and space/air... flashing in a pattern.. 
.. communicating, code like, signalling  and being acknowledging 
  
AOL - UFO, Morse Code 
  
Man made up close feels like a ball of light,  globe like orb, light pattern with waves, opal 
looking or reminds me of one.. smoith, feels solid and energetic light, energetic ball... 
overlapping waves  like a pearl on a necklace but has a pink tinge through it.. pick up energy 
off this, weird light effect 
  
AOL - Chandelier light, Opal 
  
AI - Some ball shaped object that looks like a pearl and emitting energy 
  
It has a man made feel but dosent feel of human origin.. communicating energy that feels like 
a signal 
  
Reminds me of Star Trek type ET intelligence 
  
Feels solid but dense energetic like sparks or waves 
  
Get intelligence off this 
  
AOL - Radio wave transmission 
  
I move and get some brighter gaseous, cloud like scene.. blue grey tinge.. idea ofale 
figure..  feel of land and open expanse..   idea of male with a fedora hat.. 1940/50s look... 
  
AOL - guy in Project Blue Book show 
  
Feel of watching or witnessing.. lookin in distance,  some bright nebulous light around this .. 
feel male is on elevated position... lit up area 
  
Break 
  
 

Session #1 Target 8429 - 2322  
Some wavy ideogram that feels energetics and a man made component. Preliminary S2 of 
blue ,cwhite, soft, open , outside, natural, airy but feels cool temp, soft, silky, raised, 
elevation, expanse, AOL - Sky AI - Feel on open expansive environment, airy and cold, 
raised perspective Man made feel of angular, open ,outside, feel of elevation, hazy, blue and 
white dim, feel of up on height, get irregular, jagged, pointy, beige in parts, breeze feeling, 
peaks AOL - Mountain top Lots of space/air around this, AI - I feel abovecon elevation, , 
irregular land, airy and cold place Back to man made element , get a boxy like place, very 
grey , dim, smooth, vertical, square, open inside, AI - Feel inside some boxy man made like a 
tunnel or passageway AOL - Underground tunnel, grey man made Inside somewhere very 
tunnel like or grey and long like a corridor.. has enclosed feel like Underground.. get secret 
hidden vibe, maybe a military connection Something reminds me of Underground base.. 
feels long, ... Outside Target perspective is irregular ..but inside this perspective I'm at has a 
man made finish, boxy long grey matte finish.. quiet AOL - Base, Mt Hayes Get ferl of secret 



, out of sight, remote.. Pick up energetics here, green glow, vapour like , misty , transparent.. 
has a tapered edge, why.. exotic fee to it, almost misty cloud like, Try to find the nature of it 
and get translucent glow, not necessarily man made, unusual, exotic, get an ET type feel , 
strange stuff here .. energetic wave pattern Feel it radiates outwards, bright in parts, feel its 
coming off Something.. being emitted man made but exotic Reminds me of Aurora Borealis 
glow.. like wispy smoke trails Get an ominous feel now, unusual misty glow, exotic nature, 
inside or on high mountain like land .. get 2 views to the target that flip, outside gives one 
impression but also has a hidden ir not so visible component that maybe inside land .. weird 
feel off the energy Break 
 
Session #2 Target 8429 - 2322 
Energetics and man made component ideograms. Preliminary S2 of green, halo, hazy, misty, 
transparent,  light, cloudy like feel, tapered,  edgy, dim , dark,  open, natural,  irregular, 
luminescent,  opaque,   
AOL - Night vision green  
AI - Feel this green energy with silhouette in the midst of it  
Radiant green wavy energy, feel its outside, sense of irregular land, green tapered glow, idea 
of Biologicals and possible man made.. feels like night time  
AI - Something giving off a bright green radiance, wispy teansparent energy,  
Energetics Feels contained, morphing together, like a blueprint,  
AI - Energy has waves, but also gas a form.. like its self contained.. pulsing green light, feels 
in a dark location, there is an edginess to the wavy pattern, phasing effect, light pattern  
AI - Pick up a man made feel , its giving off the wispy light I think, has a boxy angular feel, 
feel heat off it, green haze surrounding this, longer in length than width, flat, smooth but 
matte finish  
AOL - ET Craft, Rendlesham forest UFO  
feels big, heavy but off the ground  exotic feel  
Get ET type feel here from the technology  
Feels unusual,  one piece,  no joins I can detect.. may have markings like glyphs on it  
AOL - Heiroglyphs  
Location is distant and remote  
This feels hot, active, stationary, idea of "Live".. likevits alive, has an intelligence about it  
Not sure if there are biological with this ad it feels remote controlled , but not by tect, but by 
Energetic or consciousness connection .. odd  
Feels exotic tech, nan made, feel there is a biological present, human, like they witness this 
or are close to it, but not part of it .  
This dosentbfeel random either, as the Energetics/ Object knows there is a presence, but not 
concerned.. likeca display, acknowledging.. like a deliberate close encounter.. mutual 
connection  
It has a floaty hover feel,  
AI - Can feel intelligent awareness off this, awarevof its surroundings,  operates 
independently,  very soft contained tech, energetic, don't feel its manned but controlled  
Has an encounter feel, observing each other, recognition of 2 worlds, deliberate,  
AOL - Ingo and Axel Rod UFO event/encounter in Alaska  
                       Break 
 
Session #1 Target 8429 - 2324 

Biologicals,  land, and some curving around ideograms.  Preliminary S2 ofbule, white, airy, 

outside, wide open,  cool temp, fresh, soft, light, above, wide, natural, floaty, motion, 

elevated, downwards, cool white , man made  

AOL - Sky  

AI - Feel at elevated position with lots of space around me  

E- strange  



Pick up man made, grey, angular, boxy, metallic? ... hollow, feels elevated, open wide area, 

upwards perspective..  

AI  - Feel man mades at an elevated position, lots of space around , wide open, ...  

seems bright, open view, on a height,  boxy man made,  

S4.5 - I feel this is  upwards on a height or raised position  

White and blue tinge.. grey structure,  hard, angular, nondescript,  bright around this, airy, 

breezy, cool temp  

AI - Feel elevated like on mountain like position..  

AOL - Outpost, Antarctica  

Feel of rising land, high up, mountain like , lots of space around, irregular in parts,  airy cool 

and fresh.. quiet and remote  

AOL - Station, outpost or base camp idea , tibet  

AI -feels like an isolated place, remote area, quiet, elevated  

Something reminds me of an observatory built into mountain like the targetvwe did in 

Mexico.. feels bare, empty feel  

Man made has a natte grey look, maybe metallic, on a height, on land but elevated.. feel of 

abandoned and isolated  

Something reminds me of the UFO in snow in Antarctica with the trail behind it  

AOL - UFO buried in land or snow in Antarctica leaving trail behind it  

Quiet, like abandoned man made in remote location.. feel its not in use, isolated and quiet 

around here  

 

                        Break 

 


